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BARBARA MUCKERMANN, PRESIDENT AND CEO, SILVERSEA

“Exploring the Kimberley Coast is like peering out
from a time machine. This untouched and unspoiled land

is like no other on Earth and is yours to be discovered.”
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“There’s nothing like standing atop an ancient cliff
at sunset, above a sparkling waterfall,
as the untouched lands of the Kimberley stretch out before you 
all the way to the horizon.”

STEFAN KREDEL, SENIOR DIRECTOR OF EXPEDITION PRODUCT AND ITINERARY DEVELOPMENT, SILVERSEA
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You’ve never seen a place like Western Australia’s Kimberley. That’s because 
few have. Unspoiled and untouched by human settlement, its vast stretches 
of wilderness beg to be explored. Unbelievable rock formations and beaches 
sculpted into amazing shapes fire up your curiosity as you go back in time to a 
place before history, and, in fact, before prehistory. The only human presence 
you encounter is the occasional indigenous painting gracing the rocky walls of 
the sandstone caves throughout the landscape: enigmatic works of art whose 
most ancient examples stretch back over 17,000 years. Everything about this 
uncharted area of our planet is primordial, with hidden ravines and rivers 
snaking their way through lush, ancient forests.

The Kimberley coast defies conventional experiences in expedition travel, as 
ancient mangrove forests give way to horizontal waterfalls and archipelagos 
that change shape several times throughout the day. While sailing its waters, 
you might just spot a humpback whale or two or the enigmatic saltwater 
crocodile. Discover all of this and more in utmost comfort and wonder, as our 
local experts and trusted guides give you all the inside information on the 
area’s distinctive character, geology and features. With a variety of itineraries 
with our intimate ships, you’ll expand your knowledge and your imagination, 
as you travel back to the time before Earth was even called Earth.

WELCOME TO THE TIMELESS
KIMBERLEY COAST
The remote Australian region where time stopped

View of Yampi Sound, Kimberley, Australia
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A CHRONICLE
OF WONDER
The Kimberley at a glance

A REGION
AS LARGE AS FRANCE

THOUSAND
PEOPLE

YEAR-OLD 
INDIGENOUS HISTORY

A region as large as France, the Kimberley’s coastline 
stretches for 2,000km and is dotted with hundreds of 
small islands just begging to be explored.

With a population of approximately 36,000, the Kimberley 
is one of the last untouched areas on Earth, with less people 
per kilometre than almost anywhere else.

With over 100 Indigenous communities and tribes across 
the region, including some of the oldest on Earth, this is 
one of the earliest settled parts of Australia.

1
2

3
4

5
6

36 40,000

72 NATIVE
MAMMAL SPECIES 295 BIRD

SPECIES178 REPTILE
SPECIES 51 AMPHIBIAN

SPECIES

THE BUNGLE BUNGLES

Near Wyndham, the oldest and northernmost town in the 
Kimberley, you’ll be able to admire the incredible natural 
sandstone towers of the Bungle Bungle Range from the 
air. This experience is optional at an additional cost.

HORIZONTAL FALLS

Created millions of years ago, the Buccaneer Archipelago is 
home to a unique phenomenon whereby horizontal waterfalls 
seem to ebb and flow with the tide, as reefs and islands appear, 
only to disappear again, right before your very eyes.

KING GEORGE RIVER & FALLS

This area features Western Australia’s highest twin waterfalls, 
the King George Falls, with a drop of about 80 metres. 
Sculpted into an ancient sandstone cliff, they’re considered 
some of the most magnificent waterfalls in the world.

11 5

MONTGOMERY REEF

Surrounding Yawajaba Island, this is the world’s 
largest inshore reef. Take in the changing tides and the 
fascinating semi-submerged world it reveals, including an 
abundance of wild reef birds and sea creatures of all types 
and sizes.

3

HUNTER RIVER

Featuring an immense mangrove system and soaring red 
sandstone clif fs, this breathtaking river ecosystem is also 
home to the enigmatic saltwater crocodile, visible up close 
and personal via a special Zodiac® tour.

22

6

WANDJINA ROCK ART

The caves at Raft Point host an unusual art collection: a series 
of mysterious ancient indigenous Wandjina paintings. This 
rock art is said to depict the ancient spirits who created all the 
waterways, mountains and wildlife of the Kimberley.

4
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THE SILVERSEA DIFFERENCE
The experts make the experience

Wandjina rock art, Hunter River

“Our local Kimberley experts are ready 
to reveal all the hidden secrets of 

this timeless and magical coastland.”

CONRAD COMBRINK, SVP EXPEDITIONS, TURNAROUND OPERATIONS  
AND DESTINATION MANAGEMENT, SILVERSEA

The Kimberley is a land of mystery, featuring landscapes undisturbed for 
hundreds of millions of years and unbelievable flora and fauna found nowhere 
else on Earth. It’s a place full of secrets just waiting to be discovered and our 
team of local experts are the key to unlocking those secrets. Our Expedition 
Team is mainly made up of Australian-born experts with years, and in many 
cases decades, of experience in this part of the world. They bring a wealth of 
highly-localised knowledge to your journey and give you the authentic take on 
all the wonders of the Kimberley coast. No two voyages are the same as their 
varied expertise yields spontaneous adventures that change from moment to 
moment. Our experts know how to be at the right place at the right time, as 
they anticipate tidal changes with ease, know the best places for spotting rare 
wildlife and maximise the surprise factor for you at every turn. Their areas of 
knowledge span the natural sciences, history, anthropology, conservation and 
more, so they’re ready to offer a rich account of every destination along the 
way, ready and on hand to answer any questions you might have with expertise 
and enthusiasm. We’re also happy to announce we support local communities 

throughout the region and have partnered with traditional land owners who 
protect and oversee the wealth of the Indigenous art found in the caves of this 
magical land. Guides from local Indigenous communities, some of the oldest 
such communities on the planet, reveal the history and magic of moments of 
connection that are tens of thousands of years old for a unique window into our 
history on this planet.
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Zodiac® tour along Porosus Creek, in the Hunter river
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With so much to explore across the entire area, your Kimberley coast 
expedition features a host of activities to get you up close and personal with 
the unique landscapes and incredible wildlife of the region - and each and 
every single one of these fascinating experiences is already included with 
your voyage. With the most comprehensive offering at sea in the region, our 
Kimberley Expeditions are among the most intimate travel experiences offered 
in the region. Make the most of your voyage with our highly personalised 
activities and explorations; with more experts per guest than anyone else 
in the industry, and one Zodiac® for every ten travellers, your Kimberley 
experience is the most immersive it can be.

Highly- skilled across a large variety of disciplines, our curated selection of local 
experts and guides is tailored to each one of our fantastic itineraries so you 
get the most out of your exploration. Our Expedition Team includes renowned 
marine biologists, academics, historians, lecturers, ornithologists, explorers and 
other expedition leaders that are ready to enrich your knowledge - and your 
experience - wherever you are in the Kimberley, both on shore and onboard.  
Simply pick and choose which Expedition activities pique your curiosity or 
experience as many as you can. The comfort and luxury of your suite, and the 
outstanding service onboard Silver Cloud, will all be waiting for when you 
return.

A Zodiac cruising along the King George River

YOUR EXPEDITION ACTIVITIES 
Immersive. Incredible. Included.
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GROUP HIKES

There’s nothing like feeling millions of years of history beneath your feet 
as you explore the ancient coastline with your fellow travellers and your 
senses. Keep a lookout for unique flora and fauna as you hike and, who 
knows, you might just make a new feathered friend or two as you make 
your way up, over and through some of the most ancient and remote 
landscapes in the world. You’ll be accompanied by our Expedition Team 
members, ready to nurture your curiosity with fascinating tidbits about 
the surrounding landscapes and wildlife, for an immersive Kimberley 
experience like no other.

ADVANCED LECTURES

Prepare for your onshore excursions with the best of the best as our expert 
naturalists, biologists, historians and geologists provide you with inside 
information on what to expect onshore and on land. From information about 
the unique geology of this remote region, to where and when dinosaurs 
roamed this part of the world, they’ll immerse you in authentic stories, about 
the Kimberley coast. All excursions and experiences with our Expedition 
Leaders are included in your cruise fare, so feel free to attend as many of our 
daily recaps, briefings and lectures as you like.

Expeditions Team Lecture

A Zodiac® cruise along the King George River

ZODIAC® CRUISING

The Kimberley coast holds secrets big and small, and you’ll want to to get 
as close as possible to discover them all for yourself. Get to know the varied 
and unique wildlife right from your seat on one of our Zodiacs®, as you 
explore the coastline, river and creek systems. Explore a remote inlet and 
float beneath fascinating layered rock formations, or take in the immense 
silence of beaches sculpted into unusual shapes hundreds of millions of 
years ago. Our Expedition Team members get you right in the middle of it 
all: simply climb onboard and enjoy.

“Everywhere you turn, the Kimberley defies 
expectations. You’ll explore a new kind of wilderness, 
so awesome and primordial it takes you right back
to the origins of everything.”

BARBARA MUCKERMANN, PRESIDENT AND CEO, SILVERSEA

Hike in Raft Point

*All above expedition experiences are included in your cruise fare, simply set out and enjoy.
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No matter where you find yourself along Western Australia’s Kimberley Coast, 
magic is just around the corner. With our broad range of unique tours and 
exceptional activities, you’ll explore the most remote corners of this spectacular 
region and its most iconic attractions, on land and at sea.
These include the world-famous Montgomery Reef, Mitchell Falls, the Buccaneer 
Archipelago’s Horizontal Falls and the incredible and breathtaking rock art found 
along the walls of the area’s many caves, like the Wandjina and Bradshaw rock art 
paintings. Our fabulous tours will get you right up close to these amazing features 
and much more, as you delve into the hidden secrets of this vast and uncharted 
land. You’ll find yourself looking up in awe at soaring cliffs hundreds of metres 

high, gazing out at the limitless horizon from atop these same cliffs, or gently 
floating by sparkling waterfalls that seem to ebb and flow mysteriously sideways. 
You’ll peer through light and dark to discover the ancient artworks of the region, 
some over 17,000 years old, and meet unusual wildlife found nowhere else on 
the planet. With Silversea you get utmost peace of mind to explore the magic of 
your destination to the fullest as we include more activities than any other cruise 
line in the region. Wherever you go in this remote land of old, get ready to be 
surprised by something new.

Emerald water pools of the Mitchell Falls, Western Australia

KIMBERLEY HIGHLIGHTS 
An ancient coastland of adventure
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MITCHELL FALLS

Waterfalls don’t usually go on for hundreds of metres, at least not 
lengthwise. Kimberley’s remote Mitchell Falls splash down across a 
long stretch of the Mitchell River in four separate tiers, for a cumulative 
drop of over 80 metres. Carved in the Mitchell River National Park’s 
beautiful sandstone over millions and millions of years, they’ve created 
an impressive series of shimmering emerald water pools, an amazing 
sight from any angle. As the river tumbles from one fall to the next, you 
can almost feel the primordial rhythm  
of this ancient land.

WANDJINA ROCK ART & BRADSHAW ART

Kimberley hosts an unusual art collection, stored away for millennia in the 
red sandstone caves that lines its shores. At Raft Point, these caves reveal  
a series of mysterious indigenous Wandjina paintings, said to depict  
the ancient spirits who created the waterways, mountains and wildlife  
of Kimberley. Nearby, the Bradshaw - or Gwion Gwion - rock art paintings 
grace the walls of several other caves, created in a clearly different style. 
Though over 100,000 rock art paintings are estimated to exist in the area, 
oddly enough only a fraction have been recorded.

MONTGOMERY REEF

Covering some 300 square kilometres to surround Yawajaba Island 
completely, Kimberley’s Montgomery Reef is the world’s largest inshore 
coral reef. Extremely biologically diverse, its rare beauty is revealed at 
low tide as the entire reef slowly emerges from the sea, water cascading 
down from the reef top. As you gaze upon the abundance of fascinating 
wild flora and fauna - including spectacularly coloured reef birds and 
sea creatures of all types and sizes - you’ll be enthralled by the way 
nature creates, and recreates, this magical disappearing act.

HORIZONTAL FALLS

Famed natural historian David Attenborough once described Kimberley’s 
Horizontal Falls as the “8th Natural Wonder of the World” and we tend 
to agree. Located in the remote Buccaneer Archipelago and created over 
millions of years, this unique natural phenomenon yields horizontal 
waterfalls that seem to ebb and flow with the tide. Reefs and islands 
appear, only to disappear again right before your very eyes, for an ever-
changing waterscape that reminds us of the incredible power the moon 
has over our experiences here on Earth every day.

Aerial view of a Zodiac at Montgomery Reef, Kimberley

The Horizontal Falls phenomenon in Talbot Bay, Kimberley

Aerial view of Mitchell Falls

Bradshaw rock art in the Kimberley
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BUNGLE BUNGLE
RANGE SCENIC FLIGHT
See the magic from the air

Purnululu National Park, the Bungle Bungles

ENJOY BUNGLE BUNGLE AND LAKE ARGYLE WITH AN EXPERT 

Take a scenic flight across the Bungle Bungle mountain range, accompanied 
by your expert pilot and knowledgeable guide. You’ll travel from Wyndham 
to Kununurra (or vice-versa, depending on your group) to enjoy aerial views 
of the Ord River Diversion Dam and the entire expanse of Lake Argyle. This 
experience is optional at an additional cost.
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Horizontal Waterfalls, Talbot Bay



OUR KIMBERLEY COAST
ITINERARIES 

From 10 day expedition trips to our longer 17-day extended 
explorations voyages, we’ve got your Kimberley experience covered.
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OUR ICONIC
KIMBERLEY EXPEDITIONS
WELCOME TO THE KIMBERLEY
Leaving from either Darwin or Broome, enjoy this comprehensive itinerary that immerses you in the best of the best of the Kimberley coast, including Montgomery Reef, 
the world’s largest inshore reef, and the astonishing Horizontal Falls. From incredible rock formations to untouched beaches that stretch as far as the eye can see, you’ll 
encounter landscapes and wildlife you’ve never seen before, not even in your imagination.

Mitchel Falls in outback Western Australia
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Buccaneer Archipelago Region

Hunter River Region

King George River

Matakus Island

Wyndham

Broome

Darwin

AUSTRALIA

Silver Cloud

DARWIN
TO BROOME

SAMPLE ITINERARY Voyage N. E4240719010

Duration 10 Days

Aerial view of a Zodiac cruising along the Hunter river

DARWIN Australia FRI, JULY 19 | DEP 17:00

With an intriguing history, beautiful islands nearby 
and a palette of sizzling Pacific flavours Darwin is an 
enchanting and colourful destination. This relaxed an 
unassuming city is Australia’s gateway to the Top End.

DAY AT SEA International Waters SAT, JULY 20

MATAKUS ISLAND Indonesia SUN, JULY 21 | 06:30-12:00

The eastern part of Indonesia is a true paradise on 
Earth. Surrounded by fine, white-sand beaches with 
crystal clear waters, Matakus Island is a perfect place 
for those who truly want to explore off the beaten path. 
Disembark the ship by Zodiac with our Expedition team 
and be welcomed with traditional dance and cultural 
demonstrations by locals of the village. There is ample 
time to enjoy the beach at your leisure, snorkel and 
explore this a marine paradise. 

DAY AT SEA International Waters MON, JULY 22

WYNDHAM Australia TUE, JULY 23 | 07:00 - 16:00

This small outback township is a gateway to the 
breathtaking Bungle Bungle mountain range and the 
nearby Ord River. You can experience this region with 
one of our two shore excursions. A peaceful Ord River 
Cruise will take you to the heart of the Carlton Gorge 
while observing freshwater crocodiles, rock wallabies 
and a variety of native birds. For an aerial perspective, 
you can choose to take incredible scenic flight over 
the Bungle Bungle range and Lake Argyle to uncover 
a hidden world of gorges and pools that can only be 
seen from above. This experience is optional at an 
additional cost.   

KING GEORGE RIVER (KIMBERLEY, WA)  Australia  
 WED, JULY 24 

The King George Falls is one of the Kimberley’s most 
magnificent natural wonders.  With two included shore 
excursions you can take a scenic Zodiac cruise through 
ancient rock formations and a parade of wildlife, 
arriving at the thundering cascades. For those who 
want to explore more by foot, our hiking expedition 
includes an active ascent to the summit ending in a 
rewarding dip in the natural pool.

HUNTER RIVER REGION (WA) Australia 
 THU, JULY 25 - FRI, JULY 26

The Hunter River is home to an immense mangrove 
system surrounded by soaring red sandstone cliffs. 
Our included Zodiac cruise or a hiking experiences are 
the shore excursions that will allow you to explore this 
stunning region. Cruise along the Hunter River in a 
Zodiac and see everything from Saltwater Crocodiles 
and Hammerhead sharks, to turtles and Manta Rays. 
For a cultural experience, our hiking tour explores both 
Swift and Vansittart Bay to uncover ancient indigenous 
rock art while your Expedition team provide historical 
and cultural insight. For the more adventurous, take 
the optional helicopter tour with views of the coastline 
and Hunter River as well as Kimberley Plateau and 
Mitchell Falls.  

BUCCANEER ARCHIPELAGO REGION Australia 
 SUN, JULY 27 - MON, JULY 28 

Choose your own adventure from our three included 
shore excursions. Witness the natural phenomenon of 
the Horizontal Falls on an exhilarating Fast Boat Ride 

or Zodiac cruise to experience the force and magnitude 
of the Kimberley Tides. The Zodiac cruise explores the 
world’s largest inshore reef, Montgomery Reef as well 
as Yampi Sound which a large bay that is rich in marine 
life and fascinating rock formations. Explore the region 
by foot on a hiking tour that explores the white sand 
beaches, fascinating history and elaborate indigenous 
rock art of Freshwater Cove and Raft Point.

BROOME (KIMBERLEY) Australia  
 MON, JULY 29 | ARRIVAL 07:30 

Broome is where your Kimberley adventure ends. The 
ancient landscape has long held travellers spellbound. 
Almost impenetrable, incredibly remote, the red baked 
earth, prolific wildlife, majestic canyons and swimming 
holes are the stuff of Australian wilderness dreams. 

OTHER VOYAGE OPTIONS:

VOYAGE CODE SHIP DEPT. DATE NO. OF DAYS

E4240609010 SILVER CLOUD 9 Jun 2024 10

E4240619010 SILVER CLOUD 19 Jun 2024 10

E4240619010 SILVER CLOUD 29 Jun 2024 10

E4240619010 SILVER CLOUD 9 Jul 2024 10

E4240619010 SILVER CLOUD 19 Jul 2024 10

E4240619010 SILVER CLOUD 29 Jul 2024 10
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ENJOY
OUR EXTENDED EXPLORATIONS
MAKE YOUR KIMBERLEY VOYAGE UNFORGETTABLE
With journeys of 17 days long, your curiosity has even more room to stretch out as you explore this unique part of the world. Dive deep into some of the more hidden parts 
of the Kimberley coast and extend your trip to mesmerising destinations along the southern coast of Australia, Melanesia and Asia, including fascinating cities such as, 
Darwin, Perth and Exmouth. Whatever your itinerary, there’s always more to explore with our Extended Explorations voyages.

View over Charles Knife Canyon near Exmouth
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Buccaneer Archipelago Region

Adele Island, Kimberley

Cape Peron, Shark Bay

North Muiron Island

Montebello Islands

King George River

Abrolhos Islands

Matakus Island

Rowley Shoals

Fremantle

Darwin
Wyndham

Hunter River Region

Lacepedes Islands

AUSTRALIAAUSTRALIA

Silver Cloud

DARWIN
TO PERTH (FREMANTLE)

SAMPLE ITINERARY Voyage N. E4240808017

Duration 17 Days

OTHER VOYAGE OPTIONS:

Sunset in East Point, Darwin, Northern Territory Australia

VOYAGE CODE SHIP DEPT. DATE

E4240808017 SILVER EXPLORER 8 Aug 2024

E4240808017 SILVER EXPLORER 25 Aug 2024

2024

DAY BY DAY

 DATE                        PORT  ARRIVE   DEPART

08 Aug 2024 DARWIN 08:30 17:00

09 Aug 2024 Day at Sea

10 Aug 2024 Matakus Island 06:30 12:00

11 Aug 2024 Day at Sea    

12 Aug 2024 Wyndham 07:00 16:00

13 Aug 2024 King George River Region    

14 Aug 2024 Hunter River Region    

15 Aug 2024 Buccaneer Archipelago Region    

16 Aug 2024 Buccaneer Archipelago Region   20:00

17 Aug 2024 Adele Island, Kimberley 06:30 17:30

18 Aug 2024 Lacepedes Islands 06:30 17:30

19 Aug 2024 Rowley Shoals 06:30 12:00

20 Aug 2024 Montebello Islands 08:30 18:30

21 Aug 2024 North Muiron Island 06:30 12:00

22 Aug 2024 Cape Peron, Shark Bay 07:30 15:30

23 Aug 2024 Abrolhos Islands 07:00

24 Aug 2024 Abrolhos Islands 12:30

25 Aug 2024 FREMANTLE (Perth), Western Australia 07:30 18:00
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Aerial view of Wyndham Bungle Bungles
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Talbot  Bay & Horizontal falls
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THE MOST ALL-INCLUSIVE
EXPEDITION EXPERIENCES EVER
Now, your all-inclusive journey starts from home

EVEN YOUR PEACE OF MIND IS INCLUDED

Our Kimberley coast Expedition journeys feature the same renowned  
all-inclusive Silversea service enjoyed by our guests around the world.  
From roundtrip flights to open-seating restaurants to butler service in every 
suite category, we’ve included it all for you. With Silversea you get utmost 
peace of mind so you can focus on what’s important: exploring that magic of 
your destination to the fullest and enjoying all  your time onboard and on-
shore. All you have to do is show up, and we’ll take care of the rest.

We’ve always been committed to making your voyage the most enjoyable
and comfortable it can be, every time, as well as exceeding your 
expectations at every turn. Our all-inclusive offer now becomes door-to-door, 
with convenient private executive transfers, from your front door and back.
This means our five-star service accompanies you everywhere and your 
Silversea experience begins right at your front doorstep. We’ve made your 
journey entirely seamless so all you have to do is sit back, relax and delight 
in your travels.
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*Air is not available in all countries and to all destinations. Should you book your air independently or should the desired air not be available, a non-use credit will be offered, 
that you can apply as extra saving to your cruise fare. Business Class upgrades are available in selected destinations.

• Private executive transfers (between home and airport)

• Roundtrip flights (or air credit)*

• Business Class upgrades at reduced rates*

• In-country flights when required by itinerary

• 1 pre-cruise hotel and 1 post-cruise hotel nights

PRE- & POST
CRUISE BENEFITS

• Multiple open-seated restaurants, serving diverse 
cuisine and an in-suite 24-hour dining service   

• Sustainable caviar on demand 24 hours per day

• Beverages in-suite and throughout the ship, 
including champagne and selected wines, beer, 
premium spirits, soft drinks, and more

FINE DINING
& BEVERAGES

• Butler service in every suite category

• Industry leading crew-to-guest ratio

• Onboard gratuities

• Unlimited Wi-Fi

PERSONALISED SERVICE 
AND AMENITIES

• Highly-qualified Expedition Team, 
comprising experts in their field

• Guided Zodiac, land and sea tours, and shore-side activities

• Enrichment lectures by our Expedition Team

• Complimentary backpack and water bottle

ACTIVITIES & GEAR
EXCLUSIVE TO  EXPEDITIONS
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SILVER CLOUD 
The ultimate in adventure, exclusivity and comfort

AN INTIMATE SHIP FOR EXCLUSIVE ACCESS
Our Silver Cloud is the most intimate ultra-luxury vessel in the entire Kimberley 
region, with a maximum of 200 guests. This makes it the perfect size for enjoying 
experiences such as fine dining and a comprehensive professional Expedition 
Team, while giving you access to remote and wild areas larger ships can’t even 
come close to reaching.

ALL-INCLUSIVE, ALL THE TIME
Silver Cloud is expedition travel at its best, and everything is included with your 
fare. From dining to butler service to Zodiac® tours, all-inclusive is standard, for a 
perfect combination of adventure and comfort.

THE KIMBERLEY, HIGHLY PERSONALISED
With the highest crew-to-guest ratio in the Kimberley, we’re ready to cater to your 
every whim, onboard and on-shore. And with butler service for every suite and our 
passion for perfection in everything we do, you’ll enjoy every moment you spend 
with us.

PERFECT FOR ADVENTURE
Specifically designed for navigating the breathtaking panoramas of some
of the world’s most remote destinations such as the Kimberley coast, you’ll be able 
to visit the most off-the-beaten path locations, from small waterways to tiny ports.

ALL THE SPACE YOU NEED
Silver Cloud features all-suite accommodation, with stunning ocean views
from every suite, along with a wealth of open-seating restaurants serving a variety 
of cuisines, not to mention our renowned 24-hour in-suite dining service.
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ALWAYS FIRST CLASS
The Silversea difference

We’re committed to making your time with us unforgettable. You’ll visit the most 
wondrous, hard-to-reach destinations on the planet and enjoy the most exclusive 
experiences, all in superlative comfort and elegance. We know you demand 
only the highest standards of quality and service, and we’re ready to meet - and 
exceed - your expectations, every day.

IN-DEPTH TRAVEL EXPERIENCES
We offer deeper travel experiences that immerse our guests in the authentic 
beauty of their destinations. Our voyages feature a wealth of rare, personalised 
and unforgettable opportunities to see the world as never before.

SMALL-SHIP INTIMACY
Ranging in size from 51 to 364 suites, our ships are designed to provide fewer, 
select travellers with more space than anyone else. Big on creature comforts and 
luxuries, our small ships feel personal and convivial.

900+ DESTINATIONS
We strive to create the best, most unique itineraries in the world. Our guests will visit 
every single continent to experience a huge range of destinations – from iconic world 
cities to remote islands, from the tropical equator to extreme polar regions.

SUPERIOR SERVICE
With dedicated butler service to each and every suite, and nearly a member of 
staff for every guest, the level of service on a Silversea ship is unparalleled. Our 
experienced, dedicated and discreet team members all take pride in making your 
time with us the best it can possibly be.

GOURMET EXCELLENCE
Our fine cuisine has always been a jewel in our crown. Our newest ships offer 
destination-focused restaurants, bars and hands-on experiences that enrich your 
journey with an immersive approach to exploring local culinary heritages and flavours.
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La Terrazza
Zagara Beauty Spa
Library

DECK 06
Explorer Lounge
Fitness Centre
Reception/Guest Relations
Expedition Office

Deck 05
Dolce Vita
Boutique
Photo Studio

Deck 04
The Restaurant
La Dame
Launderette

Deck 03
Changing Room
Medical Centre

SUITE CATEGORIES

Owner’s Suite
Grand Suite
Royal Suite
Silver Suite
Medallion Suite
Deluxe Veranda Suite
Veranda Suite
Vista Suite 
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Deck plans are for illustration purposes only and may be subject to change.
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SHIP SPECIFICATIONS

Crew  212 
Officers  International
Guests  240 in Polar waters
Tonnage  17,400 
Length  514.14 Feet/156.7 Mt
Width  70.62 Feet/21.5 Mt
Speed  18 Knots
Refurbished  2017
Ice-class Rating 1C



Silver Suite Medallion Suite

VERANDA SUITE VISTA SUITE

295 SQ. FT. / 27 M² 
INCLUDING VERANDA (49 SQ. FT. / 4.5 M²)

•  Veranda with patio furniture and 
floor-to-ceiling glass doors

•  Sitting area
•  Twin beds or queen-sized bed
•  Marble bathroom with shower  

(some with bath/shower combination)
•  Walk-in wardrobe with personal safe
•  Writing desk
•  Hair dryer
•  Unlimited Standard Wifi 

240 SQ. FT. / 22 M²

•  Large picture window providing 
panoramic ocean views

•  Sitting area
•  Twin beds or queen-sized bed
•  Marble bathroom with shower  

(some with bath/shower combination)
•  Walk-in wardrobe with personal safe
•  Writing desk
•  Hair dryer
•  Unlimited Standard Wifi 

Deluxe veranda Suite
The Deluxe Veranda Suite offers preferred 
central location with identical accommoda-
tion to a Veranda Suite.

Some Veranda Suites accommodate three 
guests (Suites 505-510 and 605-610). 

OWNER’S SUITE
Available as a one-bedroom configuration  
or as a two-bedroom (as illustrated) by 
adjoining with a Vista Suite.

•  Large veranda with patio furniture  
and floor-to-ceiling glass doors; bedroom 
two has additional large picture window

•  Living room with sitting area; bedroom  
two has additional sitting area

•  Separate dining area
•  Twin beds or queen-sized bed; bedroom 

two has additional twin beds or queen-si-
zed bed

•  Marble bathroom with full-sized bath 
and separate shower; bedroom two has 
additional marble bathroom with shower 
(no bath as indicated in diagram)

•  Walk-in wardrobe(s) with personal safe
•  Vanity table(s) with hair dryer
•  Writing desk(s)
•  Sound system with  

Bluetooth Connectivity 
•  Unlimited Premium Wifi 
•  Illy® Espresso machine

GRAND SUITE 
Available as a one-bedroom configuration 
or as a two-bedroom (as illustrated) by 
adjoining with a Vista Suite.

ROYAL SUITE 
Available as a one-bedroom configuration 
or as a two-bedroom (as illustrated) by 
adjoining with a Vista Suite. 

•  Two verandas with patio furniture  
and floor-to-ceiling glass doors; bedroom 
two has additional veranda

•  Living room with sitting area; bedroom 
two has additional sitting area

•  Separate dining area
•  Twin beds or queen-sized bed; bedroom 

two has additional twin beds or queen-si-
zed bed

•  Marble bathroom with full-sized bath 
and separate shower; bedroom two has 
additional marble bathroom with shower 
(no bath as indicated in diagram)

•  Walk-in wardrobe(s) with personal safe
•  Vanity table(s) with hair dryer
•  Writing desk(s)
•  Sound system with  

Bluetooth Connectivity 
•  Unlimited Premium Wifi 
•  Illy® Espresso machine

SILVER SUITE / MEDALLION SUITE
Silver and Medallion Suites accommodate 
three guests.

•  Veranda with patio furniture and 
floor-to-ceiling glass doors

•  Living room with convertible sofa to  
accommodate an additional guest

•  Sitting area
•  Separate dining area
•  Twin beds or queen-sized bed
•  Medallion has marble bathroom with 

shower; Silver Suite has two bathrooms 
with shower

•  Walk-in wardrobe with personal safe
•  Vanity table with hair dryer
•  Writing desk
•  Sound system with  

Bluetooth Connectivity 
•  Unlimited Premium Wifi
•  Illy® Espresso machine 

1 BEDROOM: 587 SQ. FT. / 55 M² 
INCLUDING VERANDA (89 SQ. FT. / 8 M²)
2 BEDROOMS: 827 SQ. FT. / 77 M²  
INCLUDING VERANDA (89 SQ. FT. / 8 M²)

•  Large veranda with patio furniture  
and floor-to-ceiling glass doors;  
bedroom two has additional veranda

•  Living room with sitting area; bedroom 
two has additional sitting area

•  Separate dining area
•  Twin beds or queen-sized bed; bedroom 

two has additional twin beds or queen-si-
zed bed

•  Marble bathroom with full-sized bath 
and separate shower; bedroom two has 
additional marble bathroom with shower 
(no bath as indicated in diagram)

•  Walk-in wardrobe(s) with personal safe
•  Vanity table(s) with hair dryer
•  Writing desk(s)
•  Sound system with  

Bluetooth Connectivity
•  Unlimited Premium Wifi 
•  Illy® Espresso machine

1 BEDROOM: 1,019 SQ. FT. / 95 M² 
INCLUDING VERANDA (145 SQ. FT. / 14 M²)
2 BEDROOMS: 1,314 SQ. FT. / 122 M² 
INCLUDING VERANDA (194 SQ . FT./18.5 M²)

1 BEDROOM: 736 SQ. FT. / 69 M2 
INCLUDING VERANDA (126 SQ. FT. / 12 M²)
2 BEDROOMS: 1,031 SQ. FT. / 96 M² 
INCLUDING VERANDA (175 SQ. FT./16.5 M²)

SILVER SUITE: 581 SQ.FT. / 54 M² 
INCLUDING VERANDA (92 SQ. FT. / 8 M²)
MEDALLION: 517 SQ. FT. / 48 M2 
INCLUDING VERANDA (81 SQ. FT. / 7.6 M²)

295 SQ. FT. / 27 M² 
INCLUDING VERANDA (49 SQ. FT. / 4.5 M²)

•  Veranda with patio furniture and 
floor-to-ceiling glass doors

•  Sitting area
•  Twin beds or queen-sized bed
•  Marble bathroom with shower  

(some with bath/shower combination)
•  Walk-in wardrobe with personal safe
•  Writing desk
•  Hair dryer
•  Unlimited Standard Wifi 

Suite diagrams shown are for illustration purposes only and may vary from actual square footage. Please refer to suite specifications for square footage.
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IMAGE CAPTIONS

PAG 2-3  Aerial view of the Hunter river

PAG 4  Examples of Wandjina traditional rock art in a cave in the Kimberley

PAG 5  A rare sighting of a rock wallaby

PAG 6-7  Zodiac cruise at Mongomery Reef off the Kimberley coast

PAG 8  View over King George river gorge and plateau

PAG 10-11  King George Falls in the Kimberley region of Western Australia

Along with exclusive experiences across all seven continents, we also offer exclusive, value 
enhancing programs. All programs are capacity controlled and subject to availability.

Door-to-Door All-Inclusive Fare:

From international flights and all airport/hotel/ship transfers, including new private executive 
transfers from home, to pre- and post-cruise hotel nights, shore excursions and more, this truly 
“door to door” option ensures seamless travels and complete peace of mind knowing that you are 
in Silversea’s care every moment of your journey.

Port-to-Port All-Inclusive Fare:

The Port-to-Port fare option is appealing to those who prefer to make their pre- and post-cruise 
travel arrangements independently. Featured on selected voyages only, these fares offer flexibility 
without sacrificing luxury, as you’ll enjoy all of Silversea’s inclusive amenities and services once 
onboard. Save on average 25% vs. our Door-to-Door fares*.

Fare Guarantee Policy:

Our Fare Guarantee Policy provides you with the peace of mind in knowing that when you plan 
ahead and book early our Door-to-Door All-Inclusive Fares, not only will you be able to reserve your 
desired suite, but you can also benefit from any future fare reduction for your voyage, upon request.

Onboard Savings:

Book your next voyage while you are sailing and save an extra 5% on selected Door-to-Door All-
Inclusive fares or 5% on our Port-to-Port All-Inclusive fares. Offer available on selected voyages.

Extend Your Voyage Savings:

Combine two or more consecutive voyages and enjoy up to 5% additional savings. Our 
combination voyages already include the 5% additional savings.

Solo Travellers:

Special single fares are available on selected voyages at only 25% above the double occupancy fare, 
on lower suite categories.

SILVERSEA  
LOYALTY PROGRAM

MEMBERSHIP PRIVILEGES

• Onboard recognition and invitations to private events
• An additional 5% off on selected sailings
• Ship visitation privileges

MILESTONE REWARDS

• 100 DAYS: 5% savings on future sailings
• 250 DAYS: 10% savings on future sailings
• 350 DAYS: complimentary 7-day voyage
• 500 DAYS: complimentary 14-day voyage
• 500-day milestone, complimentary 7-day voyage for each 150 days 

sailed

SAIL WITH US. REFERRAL PROGRAMME

•   $500 savings per suite referred to both your new-to-Silversea friends 
and to you as well

• Invite up to 10 new-to-Silversea guests in a calendar year
• Sail With Us offers even higher referral savings for our World Cruises 

and Grand Voyages

All of the above milestones include complimentary laundry service 
(excludes dry cleaning and “press only”). “Venetian Sailings” 5% and milestones 5% 

and 10% reward combinable only with “Door-to-Door All-Inclusive fares”.
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Visit silversea.com/terms-and-conditions for the full Terms and Conditions or contact our Reservation Team or your Travel Agent
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BR2307136427
BOOK YOUR SILVERSEA VOYAGE TODAY.
CALL SILVERSEA OR CONTACT YOUR TRAVEL PROFESSIONAL.


